Concept ideas/maps for Williamson Street: from the Yahara River to First Street
Two designs for the Eastwood/First Street greenspace. Option A is my preferred choice.
Option B is included in case driveways are not allowed to cross over a bike path.
This addresses all issues raised at the 2013 corridor planning public meeting about this intersection.
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Discourages eastbound Williamson St. traffic from speeding up as it approaches Eastwood Dr. and then speeding
on Eastwood.
Prevents cars from ignoring Riverside/Williamson stoplight from all three directions as is currently practiced.
(Eastbound Williamson traffic speeding up as it approaches Eastwood Dr. may be partial cause of ignoring – not
noticing? -- red stoplight at Riverside.)
School children coming from Tenney Lapham (via bike path along river) and E. Wilson neighborhoods have
stoplight crossing at Thornton/Williamson – with a new highly visible crosswalk across Williamson at Thornton,
on west side of river and crossing Williamson on the west side of that intersection.
Cars currently can’t turn right from Riverside while bicyclists are crossing. At Thornton, cars turning right onto
Williamson won’t have to wait for pedestrians, who will be crossing Williamson on the west side of Thornton. Cars
wanting to turn left from Thornton onto Williamson can go to Rogers St, which also has a stoplight.) Perhaps the
Rogers St. stoplight can be removed, or moved, to the much more dangerous Dickenson/Williamson intersection,
which has very low visibility for cars on Dickenson trying to turn onto or cross Williamson and it also has many
more pedestrians trying to cross there, due to restaurants and hardware store businesses.
Allows greenspace triangle at Eastwood/First to be a more desirable space – it is protected from traffic, providing
more comfort and aesthetics and is no longer surrounded by roads on all three sides.
Unites neighborhoods from north and south sides of Winnebago that are west of First St.
Provides easier access to Lake Monona and eastbound bike path for Merry/Buell St. neighborhood.
Eastbound bicyclists can easily access Schenks Corners after crossing the river on bike path (They currently need
to cross Eastwood twice or ride on Winnebago sidewalk which causes conflict with pedestrians, bus stop users, and
residents.)
Westbound bicyclists from Schenks Corner can safely reach bike path without using a car lane (especially in
morning rush hour) or without using the sidewalk, which causes pedestrian conflicts.
Easy access to Schenks Corners business district for eastbound Williamson motorists.
Bike-activated (by sensors under the path) stoplight at Merry St. (similar to Atwood/Dunning stoplight) with
frequent and short crossing time for bikes, which causes short wait time for bicyclists and also for motorists and
prevents temptation for both types of users to ignore stoplight.
After eastbound bicyclists cross river, they may legally cross Winnebago at Riverside (where there is no traffic
light) if Winnebago is free of cars. If traffic exists on Winnebago, then bicyclists can proceed to Merry St. and use
the bike-activated stoplight. This system will cause less bicyclists to ignore the Merry St. stoplight and less
activation of the bicycle crossing signal, which will appease motorists.
Preserves the trees currently planted in the triangle and which have finally reached an aesthetic, mature size.
Creates a space buffer for Winnebago residents from busy traffic – new plan allows traffic to be a little farther
away.
Prevents neighborhood divisiveness over whether to close Eastwood Dr.

ACTIONS:
• Remove stoplight at Riverside & Williamson
• Add bicyclist-activated stoplight at Merry St. with short crossing like diagonal crossing at Dunning (with
activation sensor if car approaches on Merry St.)
• Add stoplight at Thornton & Williamson
• Time the stoplights at Thornton/Williamson and First/Winnebago so there are periodic breaks in traffic to allow
cars from Riverside to make left-hand turns onto Winnebago, even in winter when icy roads cause delays for cars
on the incline to get moving from a full stop.
• Only two terrace trees need to be removed from the Eastwood/First greenspace. All other trees currently there can
stay.
• Perhaps create community garden plots in the section of treeless extra greenspace gained by eliminating two blocks
of Eastwood.

OPTION B:
If driveways crossing bike trails are unacceptable, keep the bike trail as pictured in
option A from the river to Merry St., with bike path on north side of Winnebago to Merry St and crosses Winnebago at
Merry St. (Make an exception for the one driveway that crosses the bike path on that block.) Add bike lanes on both sides of
Winnebago from Merry St. to First St.
This option also allows some of the sidewalks on the north side of Winnebago St to be moved 12 feet to the south, which
may enable some or all of the retaining walls along the sidewalk to be removed and the land returned to its natural slope.
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